ABSTRACT Internet of Things (IoT) widely use analysis of data with artificial intelligence (AI) techniques in order to learn from user actions, support decisions, track relevant aspects of the user, and notify certain events when appropriate. However, most AI techniques are based on mathematical models that are difficult to understand by the general public, so most people use AI-based technology as a black box that they eventually start to trust based on their personal experience. This article proposes to go a step forward in the use of AI in IoT, and proposes a novel approach within the Human-centric AI field for generating explanations about the knowledge learned by a neural network (in particular a multilayer perceptron) from IoT environments. More concretely, this work proposes two techniques based on the analysis of artificial neuron weights, and another technique aimed at explaining each estimation based on the analysis of training cases. This approach has been illustrated in the context of a smart IoT kitchen that detects the user depression based on the food used for each meal, using a simulator for this purpose. The results revealed that most auto-generated explanations made sense in this context (i.e. 97.0%), and the execution times were low (i.e. 1.5 ms or lower) even considering the common configurations varying independently the number of neurons per hidden layer (up to 20), the number of hidden layers (up to 20) and the number of training cases (up to 4,000).
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) can provide different functionalities to systems composed with Internet of Things (IoT) objects, such as (a) providing an intelligent communication between two devices using different IoT objects [1] , (b) smart collaboration of IoT elements in the context of smart cupboards [2] , and (c) smart sensing by composing information from different sensors like in the case of prediction where to fumigate in precision agriculture [3] .
The existing AI techniques such as neural networks (NNs), support vector machines (SVM), k-nearest neighbours (KNN) and random forests, and the newest ones like deep
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learning (based on NNs but with high numbers of layers) are able to learn from IoT sensor inputs when these are associated with certain target features. For example, in agriculture, the AI algorithms can learn from the pictures captured by IoT objects associated with the known need of irrigation or pesticide, and then the learned models can estimate the need of irrigation or pesticide when capturing new pictures [4] . In this particular case and other similar ones, the human user uses the intelligence of the IoT system as a black-box fashion. They check that it works with a reasonable accuracy without understanding the reasons behind each decision, and eventually the user starts trusting the intelligent IoT knowing that there is an admissible percentage of errors.
Nevertheless, in some domain applications in fields such as medicine, health, safety and security, the intelligent IoT systems can assist humans in taking decisions, but some actions cannot be directly taken without human supervision [5] . In some occasions, the AI percentage of errors is not tolerable due to the repercussion in other human beings. On the one hand, unsupervised decisions would probably violate human rights or raise serious ethical implications. On the other hand, supervising decisions would require almost as much effort as taking decisions from scratch giving the blackbox nature of the common existing AI algorithms.
In this context, the current work proposes to apply humancentric AI (HAI) in IoT systems, so that IoT systems cannot only learn from users but also provide easy-to-understand explanations about decisions or estimations. In this way, users have the opportunity to understand the reasons behind AI decisions, to fasten the supervision process confirming or refuting the decision, based on whether the highlighted reasons make sense in the given context. In particular, this work proposes a novel HAI approach for the autogeneration of explanations based on the analysis of discriminant inputs in the training cases and artificial neuron weights in the multilayer perceptron (MLP) trained with backpropagation.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The next section introduces related works highlighting the literature gap covered by the current approach. Section III presents the proposed HAI approach composed of three HAI autogeneration explanation techniques, determining their algorithms among other aspects. Section IV illustrates the current approach in the context of a smart IoT kitchen for detecting depression with a simulator developed for this purpose. Section V evaluates the current approach with the smart IoT kitchen simulator, assessing the explanations and the performance of the HAI techniques in terms of execution time. Section VI discusses the most relevant aspects about this research and its results, and section VII mentions the conclusions and our most relevant future research lines.
II. RELATED WORK
HAI is a starting science field that is creating great expectations and is promoted in the European Union, with the goal of achieving transparency and trustworthy in the already existing AI techniques. The community expects that this field reinforces and facilitates the collaboration between human beings and AI. In this research line, [6] recently proposed 18 guidelines for human-AI interaction. Among these the guidelines, they proposed that the AI system (a) shows contextually relevant information that explains certain decisions or estimations, (b) makes clear why the system did what it did, and (c) supports efficient correction by users. They conducted a study with both human-computer interaction (HCI) specialists and employees from a software company to determine these 18 guidelines, extracted from 150 AI-related design recommendations and three rounds of evaluations. This work supports the relevance of achieving HAI and, consequently, the relevance of the current work, but it did not propose any specific implementation as the current work does.
Several works have applied AI techniques in IoT systems. For instance, [7] presented an IoT agricultural system that used a NN for smart irrigation with a proper schedule, based on the data received from a sensor information unit. Farmers could use the system in admin mode and then the system could continue functioning in an automatic monitoring mode with the learned knowledge. This system achieved an overall water savings of 67% over the traditional irrigation mechanism. In this line of research, [8] proposed to use deep NNs (DNNs) in IoT-based hydroponic systems. Thanks to machine-to-machine interaction, they proposed a solution in which the hydroponic system was able to work autonomously and intelligently. They illustrated their approach with a prototype for tomato plant growth using Tensor Flow for implementing the DNN and a Raspberry Pi3 among other processing units. In addition, [9] developed an IoT fitness system that collected information from IoT sensors tracking exercisers, and this system used AI for providing them guidance to build their bodies. Reference [10] introduced a special issue that applied AI algorithms for the interoperability of IoT, such as NNs, swarm intelligence and genetic algorithms. Reference [8] presented a self-evolving and self-adapted approach that applied unsupervised self-learning for achieving data interoperability in IoT systems. Their approach was tested with dynamic self-organising maps in the context of real data from a fire department in Australia. Nevertheless, none of these works developed a system that used HAI for providing easy-to-understand auto-generated explanations of the AI decisions.
The field of eXplainable AI (XAI) is very related to HAI, and focuses on the generation of explanations for AI algorithms. In particular, [11] proposed to use neural logic networks (NLN) to implement XAI. In NLNs, a NN structure with the appropriate weights is used to represent a set of flexible operations. They introduced a supervised incremental learning algorithm with neural logic. They provided an illustrative example based on a decision tree, to describe how an explanation could be generated from a NLN. The survey about XAI of [12] discussed how much XAI was necessary highlighting the needs of (1) explaining for justifying AI decisions, (2) explaining for later controlling the system, (3) explaining for improving the system, and (4) explaining for discovering new knowledge. They also introduced the categories of XAI for respectively (a) global interpretation of the learning model, and (b) understanding of specific cases estimated with a learned model for concrete input values. Both of these categories have been considered in the current approach. They also mentioned some useful applications in the fields of healthcare, law, finance and military, and indicated XAI still needs of novel solutions for overcoming the technical challenges around XAI.
In this content, the current work proposes several solutions for advancing HAI and XAI in the context of MLP in IoT environments, which are novel to the best of the authors' knowledge. We illustrated our HAI solutions with a smart IoT kitchen simulator, towards partially covering the literature gap about empowering HAI techniques in IoT systems for making users understand and trust AI decisions in IoT systems.
III. HAI APPROACH FOR IOT
The proposed HAI approach is composed of a training phase of the IoT system and a phase of normal use (referred also as the validation phase to align with the AI and machine learning literature). Figure 1 provides an overview of this approach with a block diagram. Although the approach is generic for different IoT systems, we have preferred to illustrate this overview with the particular case study of a smart IoT kitchen simulator (later presented in section IV), to avoid continuously using abstract terms such as inputs and outputs, and facilitate the understanding for a wider audience. The user can decide either (a) to train the IoT system to be properly customised or (b) to use some pre-loaded knowledge from a database (DB). In both cases, the IoT system provides an explanation of the AI behaviour (implemented with a MLP), by describing the most relevant aspects, with two algorithms (''Mostweighted-path'' and ''Most-weighted-combination'') that are later introduced respectively in sections III-A and III-B. The user can use the IoT system and get an estimation for each usage case, whose most relevant aspect is explained with the ''Maximum-frequency-difference'' algorithm, later presented section III-C.
In its conception, HAI could be applied to any AI technique. The presented HAI approach proposes to use a MLP (a common type of NN) for training the IoT system with backpropagation [6] , which is a common learning algorithm for this kind of NN. For the training, the inputs are the sensed information from the sensors of the IoT system, and the outputs for these inputs should be assigned by a human based on a known truth. The outputs can be either labels in classification problems or numeric values in regression problems. Most common labels of IoT systems are related to the estimation of the user's states, for example the detection of (a) whether the user has fallen or not, (b) whether the user is getting depressed, or (d) whether the user is sleeping.
After MLP is trained, the learned MLP model can be used to estimate the output such as certain user's state for new IoT sensor inputs. The learned model is mainly the input weights of each neuron. The output is obtained by calculating each neuron's output from the weighted inputs and applying a sigmoid function, each neuron layer after the previous one starting from the MLP input, until the MLP provides an output.
The novel contribution of this approach is to add an explanation after training the MLP and for each prediction of the IoT system, so the user can understand the reason behind the learned model. This approach proposes three alternative techniques for automatically generating HAI explanations.
The first two proposed HAI techniques analyse the MLP learned model for explaining its most relevant features in general, right after the training phase. These techniques are based on the analysis of weights of artificial neuron inputs (also referred as dendrites). The third proposed HAI technique explains the MLP estimation for each input case based on the analysis of training cases. The following three subsections respectively present the three proposed HAI techniques.
A. MOST-WEIGHTED-PATH EXPLANATION
We denote our first technique as the ''Most-weighted-path'' explanation, and it is generated with the algorithm 1. It basically starts from the output neuron, and selects the most weighted input. Then, it analyses the neuron connected to this input in the same manner, going again to the neuron of the previous neuron layer connected with the highest weight. It continues this process recursively until it reaches to an IoT input through the most weighted dendrite of the corresponding neuron of the input layer of neurons. Then, it creates an auto-generated explanation indicating that one of the most relevant features considered in this training model for estimating the positive output category is the IoT input reached by the algorithm.
An example of Most-weighted-path explanation is ''In the learned model for the smart kitchen, the most relevant input while mlp.isNeuron(current) do 4: dendrite ← mostWeightedDendrite(neuron) 5: current ← mlp.connectedTo(dendrite) 6: input ← current 7: inputName ← names.inputs[input] 8: explanation ← 'In the learned model for the '+names.IoTsystem+', the most relevant input for estimating that you are '+ names.highestOutputValue+' is that '+names.userAction+' '+ inputName+'.' 9: return explanation for estimating that you are depressed is that you are eating chocolate. '' In order to further formalise this HAI approach, we define equations about the analysis of dendrite weights of neurons in the MLP using the following notation:
• L i is the layer of the MLP in the level i, where 0 is the level of inputs, {1, . . . , N − 1} are the hidden layers where the first one is the closest to the inputs, and N is the layer with the neuron that provides the output;
• s(L i ) is the size of a layer L i , indicating either the number of inputs or the number of neurons
• N is the number of layers in the MLP;
• n refers to a particular neuron (or an input in case of layer 0), normally referred as belonging to a particular layer;
• n i,j is the neuron (or input in the case of layer 0) in the j position in the layer L i ;
• x and x i respectively refer to any MLP input and the input in the i position;
• X refers to the set of all the inputs;
• w is the weight of a dendrite, normally referred as belonging to a neuron; and
• w i,j,k refers to the weight of the dendrite belonging to a neuron n i+1,j that is in the k position, so this dendrite connects the input/neuron n i,k with neuron n i+1,j . In order to formally define the most weighted path, we define a path with the tuple P composed with an input and N − 1 neurons when the following condition is satisfied:
We define that a path is the most weighted with the M predicate, by means of the following equation:
An input x is classified as relevant with the R predicate, which is defined as follows:
The auto-generated explanation for the most-weightedpath is generated for the x input that satisfies the R(x) relevance condition.
B. MOST-WEIGHTED-COMBINATION EXPLANATION
The second proposed HAI technique is denoted as the ''Mostweighted-combination'' explanation, and algorithm 2 implements this technique. It is based on the selection of the most weighted dendrite between the input layer of neurons and the first hidden layer of neurons. From the input neuron connected to it, the algorithm selects the two most weighted IoT inputs as a relevant combination if their weights surpass certain threshold. Otherwise, it continues with the neuron of the input neuron layer connected through the most weighted dendrite from the first hidden neuron layer, and so on. It presents the reached combination of two inputs as one of the most relevant ones to the user properly explained.
An example of most-weighted-combination explanation is ''In the learned model for the smart kitchen, the most relevant input combination for estimating that you are depressed is that you are eating pasta and a spicy condiment.''
To precisely determine the meaning of a relevant pair combination, we start by defining the predicate B as a pair of inputs x y and x z connected to a neuron n 1,j of the first hidden layer with the most weighted connections, considering all the inputs connected to this neuron, with the following equation:
We define the S surpass predicate for a pair of inputs x y and x z and a neuron n 1,j if all these satisfy the previous B predicate and the weights related to these inputs and the neuron surpass a certain threshold T :
The most relevant combination C predicate is defined as the most weighted combination of inputs that are connected to the neuron that has the most weighted connection with the second hidden layer, considering in the first layer only the neurons that have pairs of inputs that surpass the T threshold: dendrites ← mlp.getDentritesLayer(layer) 5: quicksortByWeightDescendentOrder(dendrites) 6: found ← false 7: i ← 0 8:
while i<dendrites.length and not found do 9: dendrite ← dendrites[i] 10: inputNeuron ← mlp.connectedTo(dendrite) 11: inputDendrites ← mlp.mostWeightedDendrites ( 12: neuron, numInputs) 13: found ← true 14: for j ∈ [0, numInputs) do 15: if return explanation
The most-weighted-combination explanation is generated for the pair of inputs that fulfil the C predicate.
C. MAXIMUM-FREQUENCY-DIFFERENCE EXPLANATION
The last technique is to store the whole training dataset in a database, and then retrieve the most similar cases for each IoT system input case. This technique then analyses which sensor inputs have been the most discriminative ones in favour of the output provided by the trained MLP. In particular, this technique is designed assuming that each IoT sensor provides binary values (either true/false or zero/one regarding the preferred encoding) that are used as inputs of the MLP. The MLP output is also assumed to be binary (for instance distinguishing between two user states). For each activated input (meaning its value is true) of the IoT system, this technique calculates the percentage of cases that have the same activated input for separately (a) the cases with the same output as the one predicted by the MLP, and (b) the cases with a different output from the predicted by MLP. After this, it calculates the difference of percentage as the former percentage minus the latter one. This is performed with the algorithms 3 and 4. if match then 3: op ← ' = 4:
'WHERE training.output'+op + outputValue 8: selected ← 'SELECT COUNT(*) FROM training'+ 9:
'WHERE training.'+nameInput+' = true'+ 10:
'AND training.output'+op + outputValue 11: return 100 * selected/total
The last proposed HAI technique is implemented with algorithm 5, and we denote it as the ''Maximum-frequencydifference'' explanation. This algorithm explores all the differences of percentages, and it provides an explanation based on the input that has the highest difference of percentages.
An example of explanation generated with this HAI algorithm is the following: ''The smart kitchen estimates that you are depressed because among other reasons you are eating spicy condiments, which is 41.3% more frequent in people in this emotional state than in people with other emotional states''.
In order to formally define the maximum-frequencydifference, we will use the following notations:
• D is the dataset for training, which is a set of cases represented as tuples < X , o > where X are the values of IoT system inputs and o is the boolean correct output;
• X [i] is the boolean input value in i position of the IoT system input X ; and
• s(X ) is the number of inputs.
The following equation defines the f function for calculating the frequency of cases that have a given input in position i with a true value, considering only the ones with diff ← DiffPercen(inputName,prediction) 8: if diff>maxDiff then 9: maxInputName ← inputName 10: maxDiff ← diff 11: explanation ← 'The '+names.IoTsystem+' estimates that you are '+prediction+' because among other reasons '+names.userAction+' '+maxInputName+', which is ''+maxDiff+'% more frequent in people in this '+names.state+' than in people with other '+names.states+'.' 12: return explanation a certain o output:
This approach calculates the difference of the frequencies between the ones that have a particular input in the i position, when comparing the ones with the o output and the ones with the opposite output, with the d function determined below:
The E predicate determines that for a given input X and estimation o, the most discriminative input is the one in the position i, and is defined as follows:
In this way, given an input case X and an estimated output o, the maximum-frequency-difference explanation is provided with the name of the input in i position where E(X , o, i) is satisfied. The difference of frequencies is provided by the value calculated with 100 × d(i, o) , in which the purpose of the multiplication by 100 is to present a percentage instead of a ratio.
IV. CASE STUDY WITH THE SIMULATION OF A SMART KITCHEN
In order to illustrate this approach, we applied it in the context of a smart kitchen where the different shelves of the fridge, the compartments of cupboards and drawers of other pieces of furniture are tracked with sensors. The kitchen constitutes an IoT system that is assumed to know the content of the different spaces, organised according to a pre-established classification. The purpose is to train the IoT system about the relation of the food the user eats and whether they are depressed.
This smart-kitchen scenario is relevant because once the IoT system is trained it could detect the depressions without requiring any specific action from users besides their daily activities. This could be useful for people suffering diseases such as different cancer types where their emotional states are relevant for surviving them.
In order to simulate this scenario, we have developed a Python application, in which the user can select the compartments/shelves/drawers represented as buttons with their food category written on it, in a user interface (UI). In this way the user can simulate all the ingredients that they would take for preparing a meal. Figure 2 presents the UI of this smart kitchen simulator in the training phase. The selected items are represented by changing the background colour to pink. When they have stopped selecting ingredients for a meal, the user clicks the ''Done'' button to tell this to the system. In the real-life scenario, the system would detect the end of the selection of ingredients of a meal by a timeout. For example, when the user would not take any food for more than 30 min, the system would assume that the user has finished taking ingredients for a meal.
The smart kitchen simulator can assist both phases of HAI, the training of the system and its validation. The phase is indicated in the bottom of the UI, and the user can change from training phase to validation phase by clicking on the ''Finish Training'' button.
In the training phase, the user has to select their emotional state in the right side of the UI, indicating their state between normal and depressed, besides indicating the ingredients for their meal. When the user clicks on the Done button, the system stores the information locally associating the ingredients of each meal with the user is depressed or not. Once the user clicks on the button to finish the training phase, all the collected data are uploaded to a table called ''training'' in a database in MariaDB (a fork of MySQL) database management system (DMBS) within a XAMPP environment. Alternatively, if the user just wants to use the training dataset previously stored in the database, they can do it by just clicking on the Finish Training button without storing any meal before.
The application creates a MLP with the implementation provided with a Scikit-learn [13] library with the class ''MPLClassifier of the ''sklearn.neural_network'' package. In particular, we used a 'lbfgs' solver (an optimizer in the family of quasi-Newton methods), a 10 −5 alpha, 15 and 5 hidden layer sizes and a random state of 1. We trained the MLP using the common backpropagation algorithm implemented in the ''fit'' method of this classifier.
The IoT smart kitchen simulator applies the novel technique most-weighted-path introduced in the previous section about the analysis of weights of neurons inputs in order to detect the highest priority path from the neuron to one input, presenting this input as one of the highest priority. In addition, it also analyses whether there is any combination of IoT inputs of special relevance with most-weighted-combination technique with a weight threshold of 0.5 (see previous section to remind how this threshold is used). The smart IoT kitchen simulator shows the auto-generated explanations to the user in one paragraph describing the most relevant aspects of the trained model, as one can observe in the example of Figure 3 . In this way, the user can understand the most relevant reasons behind the model learned from the training.
In the validation phase, the user simulates taking ingredients from the smart kitchen by clicking on the corresponding buttons. In the real-life scenario, once the system is properly trained, the validation phase would be the normal usage in which the user would use the smart kitchen and this would estimate the user state between normal and depressed. In the simulator application, when the user finishes taking food (i.e. simulated by clicking on Done), the system uses the MLP trained model with the corresponding food inputs, and estimates the user's emotional state between normal and depressed. The UI displays this by setting the corresponding state with pink background colour, and showing a message in the bottom of the application.
The smart IoT kitchen simulator provides an explanation for each estimation of the user state, as one can observe in the example of Figure 4 , using the novel HAI maximumfrequency-difference technique introduced in the previous section. The system indicates which ingredient has been one of the most decisive indicating the difference of frequency percentages of this ingredient between the estimated user's emotional state and the other possible emotional state.
V. EVALUATION
In order to evaluate this approach with the presented case study, we used 30 meals from the first Google entries retrieved by the words 'depression meals' that actually provided a list of ingredients that mainly matched our categories, and the 30 meals from first Google entries retrieved by the words 'healthy meals' with the same conditions. We randomly shuffled the meals of each category. We split the data in three groups, so that each one had 20 depression meals and 20 healthy meals. We randomly shuffled again each group. We performed a 3-fold cross validation, in which in each round, we trained the system with two groups and validated with the remaining one. We repeated this three times so that the validation group was different in each group. Thus, we had the data from 60 predictions about both depression and healthy meals, in which each prediction was performed with a meal unknown by the trained system, so in this manner we could assess the capacity of the HAI approach in predicting and explaining unknown data. In this way, crossvalidation avoided bias of the results because of overfitting as commonly done in the literature [14] .
After training the model in each round with two thirds of the dataset, the system provided the explanations indicated in table 1, as the concatenation of most-weighted-path and most-weighted-combination explanation.
The human user indicated that all the three pairs of explanations made sense given the training datasets used in each round, and were easy to understand.
In the estimations of the cases, we collected the 60 explanations for the 60 estimations resulting from the 3-fold cross validation. Table 2 presents the explanations provided the smart IoT kitchen simulator for the different validation cases indicating their absolute frequencies. The human experimenter read these explanations, and indicated which explanations made sense. The ''made sense'' column indicates the number of cases in which each explanation made sense, or ''All' if it was in all cases. For the explanations that were provided only once, we just indicate whether it made sense with ''Yes'' or ''No''. Figure 5 shows the frequencies of the explanations graphically indicating in the legend which of these made sense (with the reasonable and non-reasonable adjectives). Notice that we have gathered explanations that only slightly varied in the difference of frequency in eating certain food element for the sake of brevity, and these differences appeared because cross-validation used different training subsets.
As one can observe, the explanations made sense in 58 out of the 60 estimation cases, which represented 96.67% of these cases. The human experimenter mentioned that he found easy to understand all the explanations that made sense. Each of the two explanations that did not made sense only appeared once considering a pull of 60 cases. Thus, each of the two non-sense explanations only appeared in the 1.67% of the cases. We checked the estimations in these two cases, and in both cases the estimations were wrong, meaning that they did not match the real classification. Thus, a non-reasonable explanation of an estimation may be a good indicator of the non-reliability of this estimation.
The accuracy of the system in determining whether meals were related with depression was 81.67%, the sensitivity (also called true positive rate) was 86.67%, and the specificity (also called the true negative rate) was 76.67%, considering unknown cases that were not used in the training, as common done in cross-validation. Figure 6 graphically shows these classification measurements. The results of these classification metrics show that our proposed approach was able to explain an AI model that relatively worked properly in a particular domain, in this case a MLP applied to detect depressions by analysing the combinations of common meal components. To further present the classification performance of the IoT system, we calculated the three metrics accuracy, sensitivity and specificity in the same cross-validation as described before, but changing the number of neurons. Figure 7 shows the results with the MLP with two layers of hidden neurons, both of which with the same number of neurons in each trial. One can observe that the classification metrics had high variations with low numbers of neurons (e.g. up to three). From five neurons forward, the variations were smaller. For larger numbers (i.e. from 15 neurons forward), all the classification metrics were mainly in the range 80 to 90% with some exceptions. Generally, the sensitivity was higher than specificity, and the accuracy was the average of these two.
We also assessed different configurations of numbers of layers. Figure 8 shows the results of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity in the cross-validations previously introduced but with different numbers of hidden layers, each of which with 10 neurons. It is worth highlighting that it achieved relatively appropriate results up to 5 layers, but from 6 layers forward the system started getting very low results in at least one of VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Frequency of the explanations for particular estimations indicating whether they were reasonable. the metrics (varying which one was the lowest) specially with 8 layers and forward. This worsening of the metrics for high numbers of neurons might have been due to overfitting [15] , because the MLP could have been excessively customized for the training dataset and have not performed well in unknown data. In this analysis, the sensitivity had values higher than the specificity for some numbers of neurons, and some other times was the other way around.
In order to estimate the performance of each explanation type, Figure 9 shows the execution time of the three proposed HAI explanation techniques for different numbers of neurons per hidden layer, with a MLP of two hidden layers, trained with 40 meals associated with the corresponding outputs. In particular, we measured all the possible number of neurons from 1 to 200. In order to be able to measure the necessary short times (in the range of microseconds) and to obtaining representative results, each measurement of time was taken by repeating each explanation method 1,000 consecutive times, and calculating the average execution time of each technique by dividing the total time by the number of repetitions.
As one can observe, the most-weighted-path is the technique that obtained the quickest explanations, in this configuration in the range from 1 to 200 neurons. In the MLPs up to 200 neurons per hidden layer, the maximum execution time was 109 µs. It increased the execution time with the number of neurons but relatively slow, compared to the most-weighted-combination explanation. This latter explanation type increased linearly in respect to number of neurons but more steeply than the former. The maximumfrequency-difference explanation type for each case had longer responses for most of the range of neurons from 1 to 200 compared with the other two ones, but had the advantage of not increasing in respect to the number of neurons. This constant computational cost makes it the most robust for MLPs with very high numbers of neurons per hidden layer.
Moreover, we analysed the execution times using from 1 to 200 hidden layers, with a fixed amount of five neurons per hidden layer. We used all the same parameters as in the previous analysis of execution time. Figure 10 shows the execution times of the three proposed HAI explanation techniques. The execution times of both the most-weighted-combination and the maximum-frequency-difference explanations did not depend on the number of layers. The most-weighted combination was quite faster than maximum-frequency difference. The execution time of the most-weighted-path increased linearly with the number of hidden layers, although the absolute value was low (469 µs) even for 200 hidden layers.
Furthermore, we also measured the execution times using different sizes of training datasets going from 20 to 4,000 cases, increasing 20 cases in each step. In all the remaining parameters we used the same values as the ones indicated for the case study in section IV. Figure 11 shows the execution times for the three proposed HAI techniques.
One can observe that the execution time of most-weightedpath and most-weighted-combination explanations did not increase with the size of the training datasets. This makes sense as both methods analyse the learned weights of the MLP once this NN has already been trained. However, the execution time of the maximum-frequency-difference explanation increases with the training dataset size. This is reasonable as it analysed the cases of the used training dataset for giving explanations to specific estimations. This increase was not really steep although the execution time had a high range of variation (a SD=243µs for an average of 845µs). The app still kept low absolute execution times (the maximum was only 1.50 ms) for up to 4,000 cases, maybe because the app used MariaDB DBMS, and DBMSs generally include optimizations for ameliorating the negative performance impact of large datasets.
We also compared the execution times of the mostweighted-path and the most-weighted combination explanations with the time in training the MLP with backpropagation, so we can evaluate whether how much our HAI techniques increase the time after the training process. For the measuring backpropagation, we only used 10 repetitions for calculating the average time, as these times had a complete different order of magnitude. Figure 12 shows the execution of the configuration of the MLP introduced in the previous section, but changing the number of training cases from 20 to 300, in steps of 20 cases.
The execution time of our HAI algorithms were negligible in comparison to the backpropagation time. The sum of both explanation times were only the 6.77 * 10 −7 % of the execution time of backpropagation in average. The most-weighted-path and most-weighted path times were visually overlapped in the x-axis because of this difference of magnitude.
VI. DISCUSSION
The current work has presented three novel HAI autogeneration explanation techniques in the context of IoT for explaining the behaviour of a MLP. These techniques cover both (a) the explanation of the learned model in general with the concatenation of two different explanations types describing respectively the most relevant IoT sensor input and the most relevant combination of two sensor inputs, and (b) the explanation of each single prediction based on the most discriminative shared IoT input according to the training dataset. In the illustrated case study with a smart IoT kitchen, all the six explanations about the model made sense (presented in three pairs). In the 60 explanations for specific predictions, 58 of these made sense. In total 64 out of 66 explanations made sense, which represents a 96.97% of reasonable explanations. Therefore, the proposed HAI approach automatically generated mainly reasonable explanations in natural language, fulfilling one of the main goals of HAI established in the literature [6] , which is the justification of AI decisions.
It is worth highlighting that the two non-reasonable autogenerated explanations were explaining predictions that did not match the correct classification. Thus, the proposed HAI approach may be useful so that human users can have hints about non-reliable estimations when the explanations do not make sense. This can be considered a step forward towards another property highlighted as desirable and challenging in the XAI literature [16] , which is detection of non-reliable AI estimations by properly generating explanations so humans can revise them.
The execution times of the proposed techniques are considered efficient as each of the most-weighted-path, most-weighted-combinations and the maximum-frequencydifference explanation techniques only depend on one variable from respectively number of layers, number of neurons, and the number of training cases. However, the approximate backpropagation training depends on all these variables.
The processing time for generating explanations about the whole training model was normally much less than the time necessary for the backpropagation training (a percentage of 6.77 * 10 −7 % in average in our experiments), and consequently the former time was unnoticed by the user. Regarding the time execution for generating the explanations may also be unnoticed, as even for large training datasets (e.g. up to 4,000 meals for training depression detection), the maximum execution time was 1.5 ms, which is much lower than the minimum duration time for being perceived by human eye (i.e. 200 ms) according to the common standards of HCI field [17] . Thus, users will perceive the generation of these explanations as instantaneous. In all the tests performed with the other explanations based on the analysis of the weights of the MLP for explaining the whole trained model, the executions times were 0.61 ms or lower considering MLPs up to 200 neurons in two hidden layers, and MLPs of 200 layers with five neurons per hidden layers. Thus, in this context, all the explanation generations were perceived as instantaneous and are far away from the human-noticeable duration time.
We observed that the combinations obtained by the mostweighted-combination technique were not necessarily related with the highest value but with the relevance in predicting any value. Thus, we changed the generated explanation to highlight this fact, and repeated the experiments, so that in the explanation about the learned model made sense. This fact occurred because if a relevant combination was detected based on the analysis of dendrites weights between layers 0 and 2 (i.e. from the input to second neuron layers), then this values could be used for detecting either true or false outputs (i.e. depressed or normal in our case study), depending on the signs and values of the weights between layer 2 and the output.
The classification metrics in average of 81.67% was relatively high if compared to the recent works in the field of emotion detection, such as the ones about emotion detection from touch interactions when typing on smartphones [18] and emotion detection from body poses [19] . Notice that in the context of our case study, emotions are very subjective as well as the opinions about what meals are usually eaten or recommended in certain emotional states.
It is worth noting that the proposed maximum-frequencydifference explanation used the maximum difference of frequency percentage considering only the active inputs. Another possible explanation could have been to also consider the negative difference of frequencies in the nonactivated inputs. This could have provided explanations such as that the system has selected a certain output because the system did not detect a certain input and this input was a certain percentage more frequent in the opposite output. In the particular case study, a possible explanation could be ''The system predicted you were normal because among other reasons you did not eat sugar, and depressed people eat sugar 32% more frequently than people in a normal emotional state.'' We avoided this kind of explanations because of the known difficulty of understanding when using multiple negations [20] , but we will explore this in the future to assess whether this kind of explanations can be useful and easy-tounderstand by users.
We also performed some initial tests using the approach of selecting different combinations of input and graphically representing the output of the MLP. We found that this was intuitive in two numerical inputs and one numeric output. For a higher number of inputs, the system could have obtained projections. However, we did not find this easy-to-understand for users, and for a high number of inputs (e.g. 15 like in the presented case study), the number of possible projections would have been too high. We plan to further experiment this option by for instance automatically selecting the most relevant projections with a reasonable computational cost, for example using the two IoT sensor inputs of the mostweighted-combination explanation.
In the proposed most-weighted-combination explanation, we only considered combinations of two inputs. In the future, we plan to also highlight combinations of more than two inputs, considering for example a threshold weight in the dendrites connected to the IoT sensor inputs and a higher limit of possible inputs. We think that even this limit can be higher than two, it should not be too high to avoid that explanations are too difficult to be understood by end users.
In the case study of this work, we have mainly used a MLP for classification of certain binary inputs coming from IoT sensors. However, this approach could probably be applied for inputs with more states or a continuous range of values. In addition, MLP could also be used as regressor. We plan to further evaluate all these scenarios with future case studies.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The current work has introduced three novel techniques for auto-generating HAI explanations from MLPs in IoT environments, and has presented their corresponding algorithms so that other researchers can reproduce these experiments or enhance them. Two of these techniques focus on explaining the whole learned model in general, by analysing weights of artificial neurons. Another technique explains each prediction by analysing similar cases used in the training of the MLP. In the case study about a smart IoT kitchen simulator trained and validated with different meals associated with either depression or healthy meals, the proposed approach generated explanations, 97.0% of which made sense according to a human experimenter. The two explanations that did not make sense were explaining two wrong predictions, so these explanations could help humans in detecting non-reliable predictions. The computational cost of each proposed HAI explanation technique depended only from respectively one of the three variables (1) number of neurons per hidden layer, (2) number of hidden layers, and (3) number of training cases. Each proposed technique did not depend on the other two variables. The time in generating these explanations will keep unnoticeable, since its cost is lower than the one for training the MLP with backpropagation, which depends on all these three variables. In addition, the execution time was relatively low for the common configurations of the MLP used in the presented case study (1.5 ms or lower), which is much lower than human eye can notice (200 ms).
In order to fully achieve a HAI that can actually makes IoT further trustworthy, we plan to develop more HAI autogeneration explanation techniques based on other AI techniques such as SVM, KNN and random forest. We also plan to further assess the proposed HAI explanation techniques in other IoT systems and evaluate the explanations with large groups of users to determine whether the explanations are actually easy to understand. We also plan to implement the proposed approach in real smart cupboards, and test it with cancer survivors at their homes to track whether they are getting into a depression to warn contact people, like familiars, doctors or friends.
